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 LISTENING 
Last week’s listening was based in the 1940’s. Let’s
come closer to the present time with something that
you probably still listen to today- “Hip Hop” There is
an information sheet attached for you to read.
You might’ve noticed the “Google Doodle” recently
revisited the 44th Anniversary of the Birth of Hip Hop
(1 August 2017)
You can try out the simulator here
https://www.google.com/doodles/44th-anniversaryof-the-birth-of-hip-hop
Watch this to find out more about the origins of “Hip
Hop” It has been written in the style of the music it is
describing. Look out for the keywords on the attached
sheet. The musical description may help you figure out
what they mean.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bq9CSBxfFmQ
This is a mix of some of the most recognisable Hip Hop
artists and their sounds from the last 40 years. How
many do you recognise?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4lsidaxV7Yw

 INVENTING 
Another musical style to come from Hip Hop is that of
“Beat Boxing”. This is where the voice is used to mimic
the sound of drums and other percussion. Using the
voice to recreate instrumental sounds has been around
for a lot longer but modern “Beat Boxing” and Hip
Hop are a linked musical style.
Try this activity.
https://www.incredibox.com/demo/
There are instructions on the attached page. How far
through the Musical Achievements can you get? Have
you tried the other Songs?
Using this Virtual Drum Machine link, invent your own
16 beat pattern. Start at the BOTTOM of the list of
instruments. You don’t have to use them all and you
should have empty beats. https://drumbit.app/
There is a help sheet attached for the “drumbit”
activity. (You don’t need to worry about what all the
buttons do.) Once you have invented your pattern, try
to save and download it to your device.

 PERFORMING 
Perform your favourite “Incredibox” mix for your
household. You could even try adding in your own
part on top of the Virtual Beat Boxers.
Use your “drumbit” pattern as the background beat to
any other musical performance you give your family
this week. For those of you with your own musical
instruments, you could play them your favourite piece
and use the “drumbit” pattern as an accompaniment.
Singers can do the same.
This song is a well-known Hip Hop piece which was
written as a theme song for a T.V programme in the
early 1990’s. Will Smith performs as The Fresh Prince.
The adults in you household may remember seeing this
when they were your age. Sing along!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JyolhkqH4rU
Send me a photo or a short video of anything you
have done. I’d love to see how you are getting on.
Don’t forget to add your Name, Class and School.
gw08mcconochieleona@glow.sch.uk
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You can save and record your
pattern here.
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You can change the volume
and pitch of individual drums.

